Steadfast Steeds Mustang Sanctuary
Making Amazing Memories with America’s Mustangs

Presents an accelerated leadership corporate seminar

WITH*HORSES

A New Arena for
experiential team building and
impactful leadership development

Specially designed for business leaders and associates to experience accelerated learning in the arenas of
team building, vision focusing, fatigue resiliency, and self-awareness within colleague & client relationships.
Provide your teams with an engaging, fun, and interactive process of learning and team member
connections through safe horse-human interactions. While interacting with horses, individuals are able to
identify and shift their limiting behaviors & group patterns that prohibit them from gaining traction toward
their common vision, work satisfaction, personal resilience, and ministry purposes.
Why Horses? They are as brilliant in their bodies as we are in our brains. They bring an instant, nonjudgmental, feedback mechanism for humans. During the encounter of noticing the horse’s responses to
the participant’s directions, each individual discovers how to manage their reactions, communicate more
effectively, and become more congruent and authentic with their actions. A remarkable boost of confidence
is obtained from connecting with and directing a nine-hundred-pound animal while standing on the ground.
Both, the humans and the horses, have voice and choice as to how they participate.
“The DiscoveRing experience caused me to be aware of how my body’s energy and non-verbal
communications can really affect and shape my interactions with others” Megan
Participants experience how to increase their effectiveness for leading others, strengthen confidence,
improve communications, conserve your energy, deepen self and group awareness.
Equine experiences may include – individual and group ground work near the horse,
reflective grooming, or horse painting (yes, the horse is your canvas!)

No horse experience necessary
Seminar Group: 6 - 10 participants. (more people = less cost each)
Seminar Hours: 10:00–4:00 day 1, then 2 hours on day 2 @ your workplace
Location: Session 1 - @ Steadfast Steeds (indoors and outdoors) near the
General store (30 min. scenic tour from downtown Grand Junction)
Session 2 – the next day or 1 week later @ your workplace (2 hours)
More information/register: Contact Blaine Scott @ 970-216-4433, or
Email Support@steadfaststeeds.org
Seminar Fee: $1,300. Includes bottled water, snacks, horses and local
site, two seminar leaders, handout tools, and content.
Lunch: Either bring your own lunch, or have it catered for a noon delivery.

Our company had a great time and the applicable lessons are still sinking in. Thank you Tracy and
Blaine for the environment of learning about each other and stretching us as a team to head in a
common direction. We felt safe and encouraged by the horses. I would urge any company to expand
their horizons with Steadfast Steeds. –Daryl. See video http://www.steadfaststeeds.org/educate.html
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Your Facilitators: Tracy and Blaine Scott are the founding
partners of Steadfast Steeds – a Sanctuary for formerly wild
horses and accelerated leadership development in Glade Park,
CO (30 min. scenic tour from downtown Grand Junction).
Tracy, aka “Gritty Horse Girl”, is a certified equine experiential
learning coach, and approved facilitator. She has been involved
with horses for 41 years. Tracy’s expertise in mustangs comes
through extensive study and experience with wild and with
socialized mustangs.
Blaine, aka “Mustang Minister”, is an ordained pastor and staff
leader of 23 years. He now serves the community through The Sanctuary of Steadfast Steeds. His gifts of
coaching and inter-generational family mediation help client groups to overcome fatigue and find solutions for
the highest quality of work and family satisfaction.
Adding horse power to your leadership seminar in two sessions
Your group will begin indoors at The Sanctuary with learning and new vocabulary to empower your team. Then
we’ll join up with a horse(s) in the outdoor discoverRing to put concepts into action through affirming and
rewarding activities such as leading with clear intentions and presence so that a horse at liberty (no tack)
chooses to follow you, brushing a horse at liberty without it walking away, and painting w/the horse as the living
canvas. We’ll wrap up with reinforcing key concepts before departing.
Session two is a 2-hour session at your workplace the next day. The time frame is negotiable. It involves
applying the prior day’s experiences and learnings to your team roles and business. Blaine will facilitate the
reflection process in order to empower your intentions and help you practice present-moment mindful
leadership in your daily environment.

What if someone has anxiety about being around horses? We coach participants to understand the wisdom of
their whole experience and how to gain their personal power and choice while their anxiety or concerns are
present. This in itself stretches leadership capabilities. No prior horse experience is necessary in this work.
Safety precautions are presented and reviewed for each DiscoveRing session. Participants have a choice to
put space between themselves and the horse, and no experience is forced.
P.S. the woman in the green shirt (above photo) was indeed very anxious prior to being near the horses. Later
that day, she was the singular person in her group that accomplished leading the horse through a specific
challenge course! Imagine how her confidence soared!
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